
ACTRA members know what it's like to step onto a feature
film set filled with massive HMI's, unlimited dolly track, and
traditional 35mm Arriflex cameras. So when veteran heavy-
weight actors like Jayne Eastwood and Art Hindle
walked onto the set of Moon Point for the first time, we were
a little apprehensive in revealing our production camera of
choice: the tiny Canon 7D. Armed with only a tiny DSLR,
some sound recording gear, a few unique locations and a
modest-sized crew, our production team was able to take an
ambitious 95-page script and turn it into something magical.

“It was like the perfect storm of filmmaking,” says Hindle re-
flecting on Moon Point, currently in post-production. “Every-
thing came together — a perfect script, perfect cast, and
perfect crew who were all unfailingly sacrificial to the final
product. I was truly excited and appreciative of Christian’s
organizing efforts. He is an example of how organizing is
every member's responsibility and how much better a prod-
uct you can get when you insist that something goes union.”

That product, from the mind of director Sean Cisterna,
concerns a lethargic young man named Darryl (Nick
McKinlay) who decides to seek out his childhood crush,
Sarah (Kristen Gutoskie). With only an electric scooter,
operated by his disabled friend Femur (Kyle Mac), and a gar-
den wagon attached to its rear, the unlikely duo embark on
a coming-of-age journey that sees them face countless trials
and tribulations. Along the way, the boys picks up Kristen
(played by the über-talented Paula Brancati), and en-
counter a variety of bizarre characters along the open road.

Fantastic concept, right? And to think, 3 weeks before pro-
duction, this project was scheduled to go the dreaded non-
union route. 

It all started with a Facebook message. “Hey Christian, I’m
making a movie in a few weeks and would love to pick your
brain on a few things.” Cisterna met me for coffee shortly
thereafter, asking if I knew any talented up-and-comers in
the non-union world. “Why do you want to go non-union?”

I asked. Sean wondered if he could manage union paperwork
and rules. As an ACTRA member, I thought, ‘no better time
to try my hand at this producing thing’. I suggested — well,
maybe tempted is a better word — him with a list of names
of actor colleagues that I was sure I could pull a favour from.
And from that point on, there was no turning back. It was at
that moment, I took off my ‘actor’ hat and donned one that
read ‘producer’. 

We went into the ACTRA Toronto offices to meet with
Toronto Indie Production coordinator Tasso Lakas, and
even he was skeptical about our ability to pull this off. After
sharing our production strategy, our resources and our fi-
nancing scenario, Tasso bought into what we were selling and
gave us his stamp of approval to go forward with whatever
ACTRA talent we could access. Let me remind you, at this
point we’re only 14 days from day one of principal photog-
raphy and, at this point, we have zero cast and 30 speaking
roles to fill. This, my friends, is what even the wackiest drag-
ons den participants would call a hope and a prayer. 

We’re now only a week away from our first day of principal
photography and we’ve finally got some names on paper. Art
Hindle, yes, Jayne Eastwood, yes, Linda Kash, yes,
Boyd Banks, yes – these great names were all falling into
place. People were rallying around this project and all wanted
to come in and do their part, even if it was just one line. That
is where the magic of this project really grew. People were
allowed to come in and just act. They had free range to in-
terpret as they wished and they killed it every time! We had
single lines grow to 5 minute monologues, 2 pages shrink to
blank stares. People were bringing their all and putting their
mark on this film.

Actors have it easy. I can say this now that I’ve been on both
sides of the filmmaking line. Actors have to memorize lines,
deliver performances to the best of their abilities and ask
questions of their director. Producers, on the other hand,
have to field questions from actors all the way down the
chain to the eager production assistants, while ensuring that
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the production stays on budget and on schedule... and deal
with the multitude of tiny issues that come up every day. Like
acting, it involves some quick thinking on your feet… how-
ever, there are no second takes when you’re producing. 

But while producing a film is difficult work, it is manageable.
I ain’t joshin’ you. I, Christian Potenza, just produced a real
feature film! As ACTRA members, we have the benefit of a
being a part of a tight-knit, supportive community. If you
want to make a film of your own, you need nothing but a little
bit of equity investment and the resources immediately
surrounding you.

Moon Point utilized a small but determined crew, and shoot-
ing on DSLRs allowed us to set up quickly and have time to
focus on actors’ performances. Comedian Jessica Holmes
agreed to do a cameo in our film as the leader of an alco-
holics’ anonymous meeting that our lead characters stumble
in on. Her character had one or two lines in the script... but
thanks to the ease of the Canon 7D’s set up, Jessica was en-
couraged to do what she does best: improv. Her two lines in
the script have evolved into a 5 minute monologue filled with
comedic gold in the finished film. Actors and crew members
had to bite their hands to control their laughter. Jessica just
killed it. “I’m comedically at my best when there are zero
boundaries or walls,” explains Holmes, who went on a im-
provisational tirade in the film about her husband Hank
(played by real-life husband Scott Yaphe) and his drunken
relationship with squirrels. “This stuff is in my mind all the
time, but this is the first time I was allowed to use it!”

We didn’t have a massive crew but that was part of the fun,
as Production Manager Alex Verdurmen pointed out. “We
fostered an atmosphere of creative collaboration; everyone
was pitching in and the film was only better for it.” It was
this atmosphere that really helped our young leads grow as
performers. It was “an amazing experience with the challenge
of playing off the veteran actors,” saysPaula Brancati. The
old guys were coming in and teaching these young kids some
things about the business they were just getting started in. 
And the excitement for producing quality material of their
own grew with other ACTRA members who appear in Moon
Point. Comedian James Hartnett (of YTV’s That’s So Weird)
was particularly interested in our production workflow. “I
didn’t think a movie could look that good on that kind of
camera,” says Hartnett, who produces his own series of funny
viral videos. “You don’t need a huge crew or crazy equipment
to make something look really cool as long as you have funny
performances and great writing.”

To quote Sean Cisterna, “This was designed to be a fun,
gritty road movie shot with non-union talent, but thanks to

Christian Potenza and the helpful staff at the ACTRA
Toronto office, it's become something much bigger than I
ever anticipated.” Director Cisterna admitted that “at first I
was apprehensive about signing with ACTRA because I didn’t
want to deal with the rules that come along with being sig-
natory to the IPA. But after the experience on Moon Point —
the passion and talent that each actor brought — I'll never
go do another non-union film. Linda Kash said it best on
her last day on set - ‘we come with paperwork... but we’re
worth it’. And she’s right.”

“We are very proud of the film and what we have been able
to achieve with a limited budget,” says Moon Point's Executive
Producer Avi Federgreen (of the box-office hit One Week
and the recent TIFF-opener Score: A Hockey Musical). “It is
our hope that we will be able to take this sweet, funny, and
wonderfully special film and have it become a festival
darling at TIFF and festivals around the world.”

Yes, producing a film is difficult, strenuous, stressful work...
but the journey through production is much easier with the
help of your fellow ACTRA members and the union as a
whole. Moon Point isn't just a film - it's an example of the
reach and community within our wonderful industry. People
gave the project everything they had, we worked long hours
and pushed ourselves harder than ever imaginable but even
on the last day everyone was coming to work with the same
enthusiasm and vigor they had on day 1, and we hope it
shows. I can’t wait to share Moon Point with you, my friends
and colleagues, who helped make this the little film that
could.
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Cast with crew of Moon Point. From left to right: Kyle Mac, Paula Brancati, Nick McKinlay, Kristen Gutoskie, 
director Sean Cisterna, Christian Potenza, Production Manager Alex Verdurmen. Photo courtesy of Mythic Productions Inc.


